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Abstract: Through Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) occultation measurement, the global
ionosphere and atmosphere can be observed. When the navigation satellites’ signal passes through
the lower atmosphere, the rapid change of the atmospheric refractive index gradient will cause
serious multipath phenomena in radio wave propagation. Atmospheric doppler frequency shift and
amplitude signal fluctuations increase drastically. Due to the attenuation of signal amplitude and the
rapid change of the Doppler frequency, the general phase locked loop (PLL) cannot work properly.
Hence, a more stable tracking technology is needed to track the occultation signal passing through the
lower atmosphere. In this paper, a mountain-top based radio occultation experiment is performed,
where we employ an open-loop receiver and remove the navigation bits by the internal demodulation.
In the process of the experiment, we adopt the open-loop tracking technique and there is no feedback
between the observed signal and the control model. Specifically, taking the pseudo-range and doppler
information from models as input, three key parameters, i.e., accurate code phase, carrier doppler
and code doppler, can be obtained, and furthermore, the accurate accumulation is determined by
them. For the full open-loop occultation data, a closed-loop observation assisted strategy is presented
to compare the tracking results between open-loop and closed-loop occultation data. Through the
compared results, we can determine whether the initial phase has been reversed or not, and obtain
the high consistency corrected open-loop data that can be directly used for subsequent atmospheric
parameters inversion. To verify the effect of open-loop tracking and open-loop inversion, we used the
company’s self-developed occult receiver system for verification. The company’s self-developed occult
receiver system supports Global Position System (GPS)/Beidou satellites constellation (BD, the 2nd
and 3rd generations) dual systems. We have verified GPS and BD open-loop tracking and inversion,
carried out in a three-week mountain-based experiment. We used closed-loop and open-loop strategies
to track and capture the same navigation star to detect its acquisition effect. Finally, we counted
the results of a week (we only listed the GPS data; BD’s effect is similar). The experimental results
show that the open-loop has expanded the signal-cut-off angle by nearly 20% under the condition of
counting all angles, while the open-loop has increased the signal-cut-off angle value by nearly 89%
when only calculating the negative angle. Finally, the atmosphere profiles retrieved from observations
in open-loop tracking mode are evaluated with the local observations of temperature, humidity
and pressure provided by the Beijing Meteorological Bureau, and it is concluded that the error of
open-loop tracking method is within ~4% in MSER (mean square error of relative error), which meets
the accuracy of its applications (<5%, in MSER).
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1. Introduction

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) occultation measurement is a meteorological remote
sensing technology, which utilizes occultation phenomenon between GNSS navigation constellation
and low earth orbit (LEO) satellites in its orbit to measure the earth’s ionosphere and atmosphere [1–3].
By installing GNSS occultation antennas on the LEO satellites, it is possible to obtain the atmospheric
refractive index, temperature, pressure from the earth’s surface to 40 km and the ionospheric electronic
distortion rate from ~60 km to the orbital height of the occultation LEO satellite [4,5]. Atmospheric
detection is of great significance for the weather forecast, scientific research and military application [6–8].

The occultation signal from GNSS satellites has low and negative elevation angles [9–11].
Many approaches to data processing in the presence of multipath propagation (methods based
on Fourier Integral Operators, like Canonical Transform, Full Spectrum Inversion and Phase Matching)
can be found in references [12–18]. When the occultation signal passes through the lower atmosphere,
especially the equatorial low latitude area, serious multipath phenomena appear in radio waves due
to the rapid change of atmospheric refractive index gradient [19–21]. The fluctuation of atmospheric
doppler frequency shifts and amplitude signal increases sharply, and the spectrum of occultation signal
expands [6–8]. Due to the attenuation of signal amplitude and the rapid change of doppler frequency,
the general phase locked loop (PLL) cannot work normally.

Until recently, two very important challenges remained outstanding: (1) the ability to record and
retrieve rising occultations; and (2) the ability to penetrate the lowest 2 km in the tropical troposphere
routinely (for rising or setting occultations) without introducing tracking errors. These challenges
have largely been overcome by the use of open-loop (OL) tracking implemented in the GPS receivers
onboard the SAC-C satellite, and later Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere
and Climate (COSMIC) [22]. Closed-loop tracking is a method of tracking the carrier frequency and
code frequency of satellite launches in real time, through the adjustment of the software’s own loop
route. The OL tracking technique is different from the traditional closed-loop tracking, in that there is
no feedback between the observation signal and the control model. Meanwhile, signal tracking in the
OL mode uses the predicted Doppler model and pseudo-range model to track the full signal, and has
the ability to track stably [22–24].

A mountain-based occultation experiment for three weeks in Wuling Mountain of Hebei Province
is planned and implemented, with the following works to be carried out: 1. A hardware and software
system supporting Global Position System (GPS)/Beidou satellites constellation (BD, the 2nd and 3rd
generations) dual-mode occultation being developed for full OL tracking technology’s verification;
2. An open-loop data processing method assisted with closed-loop observations, which is proposed
to solve the problem to determine the initial sign of the recovered phase; 3. In the mountain-based
occultation experiment, the robustness of the hardware and software systems using OL technology
to track L1C/GPS and B1/BD signals being verified; and 4. The atmosphere profiles retrieved from
observations in open-loop tracking mode being evaluated with the local observations of temperature,
humidity and pressure provided by the Beijing Meteorological Bureau.

2. Open-Loop Tracking and Inversion Algorithm

2.1. Open-Loop Tracking Algorithm

OL tracking uses the predicted Doppler and pseudo-range models to track the signal [25,26].
The difference between the OL and the traditional PLL is that there is no feedback between the
observation signal and the control model, but only the model control signal is used, so it will not be
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affected by the change of the signal [27,28]. It can track full information of phases (the effects of motion,
atmospheric multipath, etc.), and can detect rising occultation events more conveniently [29,30].

The mountain-based OL tracking algorithm is different from the spaceborne OL tracking algorithm
in terms of the model Doppler and pseudo range. In the satellite OL tracking module, we employ
the international reference atmospheric model CIRA86-Q for pseudo-range/Doppler prediction.
The mountain-based OL tracking algorithm is mainly used to verify the correctness of OL tracking,
not to verify the correctness of the Doppler and pseudo range model. In the verification process of the
mountain-based OL tracking algorithm, we assume that the Doppler and pseudo-range are mainly
changed by the movement of GNSS satellites, while the effects of the atmosphere and the ionosphere
are small. In the mountain-based test, the position and speed of the navigation satellite can be obtained
through the ephemeris. The geometric distance of between the station and the satellite at an occultation
and the Doppler of motion obtained based on the velocity of that satellite are used as the output of the
pseudo-range/Doppler model to narrow the phase search range in full OL tracking. The chip array of
the mountain-based occultation receiver is expanded to ensure that the phase delay caused by the
atmosphere is within the chips’ range.

2.2. Open Open-Loop Data Processing

In the OL mode, the phase used to retrieve for atmosphere profiles can be expressed as sum
of the modeled phase (MP) and the recovered phase (RP). The MP is obtained from the occultation
geometry and climate models. The RP is restored from observations of the In-Phase(I)/Quadra-Phase(Q)
components through three steps: frequency reduction conversion; NDM removal; and adjacent phase
connection [28,31–34]. The ways to eliminate the influence of NDM in the OL mode are the internal
and external methods, and the biggest difference between them is that the external mode requires GPS
bit data. Due to geographical restrictions, however, only about 70% of the COSMIC occultation data
has corresponding GPS bit data [31–34]. Due to a lack of information in determining the initial sign of
RP, there may be a different sign between the initial I/Q components and the real phase, which will
negatively correct the MP. We adopt the strategy of the full OL data recovery process, assisted with
closed-loop observations to avoid the above-mentioned problems. Through MPs adding or subtracting
RPs, we can obtain two series phases, named corrected phases A/B(CPA/CPB). We use the correlation
between the mountain-based closed-loop observation data of an elevation angle above 3 degrees and
CPA/CPB to determine the initial sign of RP, and obtain a high-consistency corrected OL phase for
subsequent atmospheric parameter inversion.

2.3. Mountain-Based Atmospheric Retrieval Algorithm

The GNSS signal can generally be expressed as follows:

Ls,r
i (t) = ρs,r(t) + c(σs(t) + σr(t)) + exLi(t) + ms,r(t) + ns,r(t) + Ns,r(t) (1)

exLs,r
i (t) = Ions,r

i (t) + Atms,r
i (t) (2)

where c is the speed of light, and Ls,r
i (t) is the observed phase of the transmitter (s) and receiver (r) of

the i-th frequency at time (t). ρs,r(t) is the geometric distance between transmitter (s) and receiver (r) at
time t. σs(t), σr(t) are the clock difference of the transmitter (s) and receiver (r) at time (t), respectively.
ms,r

i (t) is the local multipath error [35,36]; ns,r
i (t) is the residual phase. Ns,r

i (t) is the ambiguity of
the whole cycle. The excess phase exLs,r

i (t) of transmitter s and receiver (r) of the i-th frequency at
time (t) is generally defined as the sum of neutral atmospheric delay Atms,r

i (t) and ionospheric delay
Ions,r

i (t) [36–40].
Based on Internet GNSS Servers (IGS) products and low-orbit satellite precision orbit determination

products, it is possible to obtain a sufficiently accurate distance ρs,r(t) from the navigation satellite
transmitter to the low-orbit satellite receiver and its clock difference σs(t). The local multipath error can
be ignored in mountain-based occultation. The receiver clock error σr(t) can generally be eliminated
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by selecting a higher altitude navigation star as a reference and applying the satellites’ phase difference.
As a result, high-precision excess phase observations of the occultation can be obtained, which only
include the influence of the ionosphere and atmosphere through the path. In the process of spaceborne
neutral atmosphere inversion, the combination of different frequency point bending angle sequences
can better eliminate the ionospheric influence. In extracting the excess phase, only the ionospheric
influence of the reference star can be eliminated. In the mountain-based atmospheric occultation
inversion, the atmospheric state information from the ground to the top of the mountain can be obtained
through the relationship between the impact height observed by the positive and negative altitude
angle. As shown in Figure 1, observation of negative elevation angle (light and dark green thick line,
bending angle is α−) can be regarded as the Abel integral (light green thick line) and positive elevation
angle (light blue thick line, bending angle is α+) from the top to the impact height, namely [39–42]:

α−(a) = −α+ − 2a
∫ n1r1

a

dInn
dx

√

x2 − a2
dx (3)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of mountain base inversion. M stands for the top of the mountain,
where the antenna and receiver are installed, and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) stands
for the navigation satellite we want to receive, that is, the navigation satellite that generates the
occultation event.

Let

α̃(a) = α−(a) − α+(a) = −2a
∫ n1r1

a

dInn
dx

√

x2 − a2
dx, (4)
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then the refractive index n of the impact height α (n1 is the peak refractive index, ξ is the maximum
impact height of the occultation) is:

n(a) = n1exp

 1
π

∫ n1r1

a

α̃(x)√
ξ2 − a2

dx

 (5)

Thus, the refractive index profile from the ground to the top of the mountain can be obtained
from the mountain-based occultation data [42,43].

In the above process, the influence of the atmosphere or ionosphere on the observation data above
the top of the mountain can be eliminated in the process of searching for the symmetrical impact height
and its combination. Therefore, when the clock error of the mountaintop receiver is eliminated by the
reference star, only the ionospheric influence of the reference star needs to be eliminated, while the
mountain-based occultation observation data does not need to consider its influence on the excess
phase. Even with only single frequency observation data, the refractive index inversion results from
the ground to the top of the mountain can be obtained.

As shown in Figure 2, according to the geometric relationship of the mountain-based occultation,
Excess phase exLs,r

i (t) and Doppler dops,r
i (t) of transmitter (s) and receiver (r) at frequency (i) at time

(t), The impact height a (the superscript and subscripts and the time label are omitted here) and the
bending angle α have the following relationship [44]:

dops,r
i (t)

fi
=

1
c

∆exLs,r
i (t)

∆t
(6)

dops,r
i (t) = −

fiv2

c
cos(γ−φ2) (7)

a(t) = n2r2sin(φ2) = n1r1sin(φ1)→ φ1 = arcsin(
n2r2sin(φ2)

n1r1
) (8)

α = θ−φ1 + φ2 (9)
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Figure 2. Geometry diagram of mountain base occultation. Coordinate point 1 represents the site of
the mountain base test, at the top of Wuling Mountain. Coordinate point 2 represents the navigation
satellite at an occultation event.

Among these, fi is the frequency of frequency point i, and φ1, φ2, r1, r2 are the signal incident
angle and the center distance of the receiver and transmitter, respectively. θ is the angle between the
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vector from the Earth’s center to the receiver and the transmitter. v2 is the occultation velocity, and γ is
the angle between the occultation velocity and the vector from the Earth’s center to the transmitter.

3. Mountain-Based Test Results

The mountain-based occultation experiment is from 25 August to 8 September 2020. The site of
the observation is the top of Wuling Mountain, the main peak of the Yanshan Mountains (located in
Chengde, Hebei Province, 117.48 degrees east longitude, 40.60 degrees north latitude, and 2118 m
above sea level), and the occultation antenna is deployed on the roof of Dingfeng Hotel. As shown
in Figures 3 and 4, the south side of the mountain is empty. Our occultation antenna (right side)
is installed on the top of the building and placed facing south, and the receiver is installed inside
the room.
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Figure 3. Mountain-based location, behind our experiment team is the bottom of the mountain.
Our occultation antenna (the part marked in red in the picture) is mounted on a tripod and placed
facing south, and our positioning antenna (the part marked in green in the picture) is also installed
on the tripod. On the tripod, place it towards the zenith. The south side of the mountain is empty,
which is conducive to our experiments.

3.1. Analysis of GPS and BD Open-Loop Tracking Results

The I and Q components of the signal have different characteristics in OL and closed-loop tracking.
In the tracking process, the phases of the OL flipped by NDM and error from the OL predict model
in the form of a trigonometric function on the I/Q components, which can be seen from Figure 5.
The phases of the closed-loop are of huge value, with signal flipped in the I component, and the Q
component is signal noise. The closed-loop tracking can detect the phase or frequency difference
between the locally reproduced carrier and the received carrier through the phase detector or frequency
discriminator in the carrier loop. Then, the phase alignment of the local PN code and the received
code can be continuously adjusted through the code loop discriminator, so as to obtain the highest
self-phase correlation peak value.
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Figure 4. Installation drawing of equipment room, our equipment is installed indoors, as shown in the
figure (red marking part) and verified by the company’s self-researched occultation detector. It has
the characteristics of small volume and low power consumption. It is also the equipment we will use
in satellite networking in the future. It is placed on the anti-static pad, and ground treatment is also
carried out to prevent the occurrence of static electricity and lightning strike events on the mountain.

The GNSS occultation receiver system used for testing is developed by Tianjin Yunyao Aerospace
Technology Co., Ltd, which is compatible with GPS/BD systems.
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Figure 5. Real-time results of open-loop (OL)/closed-loop signal components of In-Phase (I, in blue line)
and Quadra-Phase (Q, in red line). The abscissa is relative time in second, and the ordinate represents
the components’ value. The top plane shows the characteristics of OL tracking mode that extreme
values alternately appear in I and Q components; the bottom plane shows the characteristics of the
closed-loop tracking mode that extreme values appeared in the I component.
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This paper analyzes the mountain-based occultation observations from full OL tracking mode in
the following ways. First, using the excess phase obtained from the observation data in the closed-loop
tracking mode as the reference, the continuity and duration of the excess phases obtained in the OL
tracking verifies that the full OL tracking mode of GPS and BD are more robust than the closed-loop
tracking mode. Second, the refractivity profiles retrieved from observations in the OL and closed-loop
tracking modes are compared to verify their consistency.

We selected (part of) the data on September 7 for analysis. The data include rising and falling
occultations. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, excess phases retrieved from observations of L1C/GPS in
OL/closed-loop tracking mode are compared, as well as that of B1/BD. Figure 8 shows the difference of
the excess phase retrieved from observations of L1C/GPS and B1/BD in OL/closed-loop tracking mode,
which are within 0.2 m. From Figures 6–8, the following can be concluded:

(1) OL tracking time is longer than closed-loop, that is, for low-angle occultation events, OL has a
better tracking effect.

(2) The mountain-based occultation data can only detect the peak height and below. It can be seen
from Figures 6 and 7 that compared to closed-loop tracking, the OL tracking can capture a lower
height, and has the same result as the closed-loop tracking. Hence, the continuity of the OL is
relatively robust. From the curve, we can see that the excess phase changes obtained by GPS and
BD are relatively robust, and there is no deterioration in signal capture quality due to drastic
changes in the signal.

(3) The OL tracking effect of GPS and BD are similar, and both have a greater improvement compared
to closed-loop tracking.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 17 
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Figure 8. Difference of excess phase retrieved from observations of B1/BD and L1C/GPS in
OL/closed-loop tracking mode. Left panel, B1/BD; Right panel, L1C/GPS.

Figures 9 and 10 show the refractivity profiles obtained from the observations of L1C/GPS and
B1/BD in the OL/closed-loop tracking mode, respectively. In these figures, the refractivity profiles
obtained from the observations in the OL/closed-loop mode in the overlap height have the same
trend along altitude. The minimum height of refractivity profiles obtained from L1C/GPS signal
in OL mode are about 0.4 km, and that of the closed-loop mode are about 1.6 km. The minimum
height of refractivity profiles from B1/BD signal in OL mode are about 1.2 km, and that of closed-loop
mode are between 1.3–1.5 km. Figure 11 visualizes the difference of refractivity profiles retrieved
from observations of B1/BD and L1C/GPS in OL/closed-loop mode, from which it is concluded that:
1. the bias of the refractivity retrieved from observations of L1C/GPS and B1/BD in OL/closed-loop
mode is within 1N; and 2. The trend of the refractivity profiles retrieved from observations of L1C/GPS
in OL/closed-loop mode is slightly better than the result of B1/BD.
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3.2. Comparison of Closed-Loop Tracking and Open-Loop Tracking

In order to verify the effectiveness of the OL tracking algorithm, the comparison of the OL and
closed-loop methods is used for verification, and the OL and closed-loop channels are used to capture
and track the same satellite. Compare the start capture angle and end capture angle of the two to verify
the capture effect. We selected 7 days of observation data for statistics, and the selected data are shown
in Table 1:

Table 1. List of the closed-loop initial pitch angle (CLIPA), closed-loop end pitch angle (CLEPA),
open-loop initial pitch angle (OLIPA), open-loop end pitch angle (OLEPA) and start/end azimuth
(SA, EA) from selected occultation events.

NO GPS
PRN Data/UTC CLIPA/◦ CLEPA/◦ OLIPA/◦ OLEPA/◦ SA/◦ EA/◦

1. 30 2020-9-1 0:10:43.20 4.98 −0.99 4.98 −1.87 201.34 195.87
2. 5 2020-9-1 1:46:43.5 −0.91 4.99 −2.54 5.02 212.47 175.49
3. 28 2020-9-1 2:37:45.60 4.97 −1.23 4.98 −2.13 175.49 173.51
4. 13 2020-9-1 3:46:13.2 −1.11 4.98 −2.87 5.02 184.44 151.35
5. 17 2020-9-1 4:27:38.30 4.97 −0.97 4.98 −1.96 151.35 152.57
6. 19 2020-9-1 5:7:12.70 4.97 −2.18 4.98 −3.08 156.96 157.57
7. 24 2020-9-1 6:43:14.70 −1.93 4.99 −2.63 5.02 183.66 149.86
8. 2 2020-9-1 7:53:44.20 4.98 −1.35 4.98 −2.34 149.86 151.07
9. 17 2020-9-2 4:23:38.40 4.97 −1.51 4.98 −2.45 151.37 152.65

10. 19 2020-9-2 5:3:9.70 4.97 −1.91 4.98 −3.07 159.96 157.57

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

57. 1 2020-9-7 18:39:1.50 −1.53 4.99 −2.6 5.03 181.63 177.46
58. 4 2020-9-7 19:36:49.00 4.96 −1.37 4.96 −2.52 200.61 195.33
59. 22 2020-9-7 20:12:19.00 −1.67 4.99 −2.84 4.99 151.94 144.3
60. 3 2020-9-7 20:54:48.60 −1.51 4.99 −2.68 5.03 156.9 146.99

From Table 1, it can be seen that the full OL tracking method can effectively capture occultation
events at lower angles. As shown in Table 1, observations from an occultation of GPS (PRN 30) at
1 September 2020 0:10:43 UT showed that its OL end pitch angle reached −1.87 deg, which is 0.88 deg
smaller than its closed-loop end pitch angle. At low elevation angles, it is difficult to track in the
closed-loop strategy stably, and problems such as drastic changes in the signal-to-noise ratio and loss
of signal lock will occur. The fully OL tracking method effectively solves the above problems.

We have made statistics on all the data to evaluate the effect of OL tracking. One calculation
method is to calculate the angles of the whole occultation tracking, and mark it as strategy A; the other
is to calculate the negative angles of the occultation tracking, and mark it as strategy B. For strategy A
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or B, the way to evaluate the capture capability of the OL/closed loop tracking, and the effect of OL
tracking are:

EA
o,c =

∑
j ∈occ. rising events

(αe − αi) +
∑

j ∈occ. setting events

(αi − αe) (10)

EB
o,c =

∑
j ∈occ. rising events

(0− αi) +
∑

j ∈occ. setting events

(0− αe) (11)

A =
EA

o − EA
c

EA
c

, B =
EB

o − EB
c

EB
c

(12)

in which αi, αe are the initial pitch angle and end pitch angle, respectively; EA
o,c, EB

o,c are values to
evaluate the capture capability of the OL/closed-loop tracking with strategy A or B; and A, B are the
effects of OL tracking evaluated with strategy A or B. According to observations from Table 1, the result
of accumulating the seven-day data are:

A = 19.35%, B = 88.54%. (13)

The results show that in the case of counting all angles, the OL improves the capture angle range
of data volume by nearly 20%, and when only the negative angle is calculated, the OL improves
the capture angle value by nearly 89%. The mountain-based situation is different from the onboard
situation. We will continue to verify the actual capture effect in the future. However, there is no doubt
that the fully OL capture method greatly improves the capture effect. We make the difference between
the OL angle and the closed-loop angle (only the negative angle is counted), and the result is shown in
Figure 12. There is no specific coupling relationship between OL tracking and closed-loop tracking, but
the overall effect is better than closed-loop. The reason why there is no specific coupling relationship is
due to the difference between the two capture methods. The angle difference is mainly concentrated
between 1◦ and 1.2◦.
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Figure 12. Histogram of the difference of the start/end elevation angle from a rising/setting occultation
event between closed-loop and OL. Because the top height of the mountain is about 2 km, the minimum
elevation angle value is generally about −3◦ in OL mode, and the difference is mainly concentrated
between 0.8◦ and 1.2◦.

3.3. Comparison of Open-Loop Tracking Inversion Results and Meteorological Observations

The atmosphere profiles retrieved from observations in OL tracking mode are evaluated
with the local observations of temperature, humidity and pressure provided by the Beijing
Meteorological Bureau.
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The atmospheric refractive index of the observation point can be calculated by temperature,
relative humidity and pressure data, which is used to verify the accuracy of the inversion of the
mountain-based experimental data. The calculation method is as follows [45–48]:

Using the temperature data of the analysis field to calculate the corresponding saturated vapor
pressure:

E(t) = E0 × 10
7.5t

237.3+t (14)

In the above formula, E(t) is the saturated vapor pressure at the corresponding temperature,
and t is the temperature in Celsius. The constant E0 = 6.1078hpa. There is the following relationship
between actual vapor pressure Pw, saturated vapor pressure and relative humidity:

Pw(t) = E(t) × j (15)

Finally, the approximate relationship between refractive index and atmospheric parameters can
be used to obtain the atmospheric refractive index:

N = 77.6
p
T
+ 3.73256× 105 PW

T2 (16)

In the above formula, N is the refractive index of the atmosphere, p is the total atmospheric
pressure (hpa), Pw is the water vapor pressure (hpa) and T is the atmospheric temperature (K).

For each sounding profile data, find the matching occultation profile (one or more), and interpolate
them to the altitude points with a distance of 0.05 km. Calculate the standard deviation of the average
refractive index deviation and the absolute refractive index deviation within the height range covered
by both the occultation and the sounding profile as the evaluation standard.

The results are shown in the following Table 2 (partially):

Table 2. The relative refractive index deviation standard deviation statics of each atmosphere profile.

No GPS PRN Time Ascending/Descending Occultation BIAS (%) MSER (%)

1. 30 2020/9/01 Down 0.10 0.19
2. 5 2020/9/01 Up 0.29 2.36
3. 17 2020/9/02 Down 0.24 1.92
4. 5 2020/9/02 Up 0.22 1.32
5. 28 2020/9/03 Down 0.23 2.14
6. 13 2020/9/03 Up 0.30 4.01
7. 13 2020/9/04 Up 0.23 3.06
8. 17 2020/9/04 Down 0.21 1.22
9. 24 2020/9/06 Up 0.25 2.35

10. 29 2020/9/06 Down 0.10 0.10
11. 18 2020/9/06 Down 0.20 1.37
12. 17 2020/9/07 Down 0.11 1.02
13. 19 2020/9/07 Down 0.27 2.94
14. 24 2020/9/07 Up 0.21 1.82

It can be seen from the results that the BIAS/MSER of the OL tracking method is within 0.5% and
4%, respectively, which meet the accuracy of its applications (<0.5%, in BIAS; <5%, in MSER).

4. Conclusions

1. We designed and developed the occultation equipment that supports the GPS/BD systems,
and tested its performance based on mountain-based experiments. It is concluded that B1/BD
observation data can obtain atmospheric retrieval accuracy similar to L1C/GPS observation. Since the
2nd and 3rd generations of the BD constellations have more than 50 satellites in orbit, the equipment
will be deployed on low-orbit satellites in the future to obtain more occultation observations.
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2. Traditional OL processing relies on external data (GPS bit) to determine the initial sign of
the RP. We use internal processing to recover the phase of the full OL tracking observation data for
mountain-based occultation inversion. Due to the lack of external data, it is difficult to determine the
initial RP sign. We use the correlation between the mountain-based closed-loop observation data of
elevation angle above 3 degrees and the RP data to determine the initial sign of RP, and accomplish the
full OL data recovery process based on closed-loop observations automatically.

3. To determine the full OL tracking and capturing effect, we have performed statistics on the data
for 7 consecutive days. The statistical results showed that in the case of counting all angles, the OL
improves the capture angle value by nearly 20%, and when only the negative angle is calculated, the OL
improves the capture angle value by nearly 89%. The full-open-loop capture mode greatly improves
the capture effect, and there is no specific coupling relationship between OL tracking and closed-loop
tracking, but the overall effect is better than closed-loop. The reason why there is no specific coupling
relationship is due to the difference between the two capture methods.

4. The atmosphere profiles retrieved from observations in OL tracking mode are evaluated with
the local observations of temperature, humidity and pressure provided by the Beijing Meteorological
Bureau. It can be concluded that the error of the OL tracking method is within ~4% in the mean square
error of relative error (MSER), which meets the accuracy of its applications (<5%, in MSER).
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